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When my love swears that she is made of truth,
I do believe her, though I know she lies …
—William Shakespeare, Sonnet 138

CHAPTER ONE

h

er husband had now been dead for a week. She
still felt exhilarated.
Janet retreated deeper into the warmth of her bed
and thought about lady macbeth. “Come, you spirits
that tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here, and fill me
from the crown to the toe top-full of direst cruelty!” she exclaimed, rising slightly and thrusting out her arms dramatically.
She was boasting. She had not been able to be cruel
to him, not much, anyhow, neither had she pushed him
to murder, as far as she knew.
“Unsexed,” on the other hand? Well, he had done a
pretty good job for her there, she thought. Their physical life had petered out an age ago and she had never
been able to cheat on him, even though he thoroughly
deserved it, on the grounds of neglect, if nothing else.
This could now be quickly fixed. She still felt attractive,
really quite gorgeous sometimes.
Why was it, though, that Shakespeare’s killers were
exclusively men, she still wondered. She wished that she
had stuck to her convictions and made the question the
thesis of her literary degree. her tutor had disapproved,
saying it was dull and very ‘passé’. She had thus gone
on rather to perorate idly on post-traumatic stress disorder in Shakespeare’s heroines. She had had a field day
with ophelia in this respect, it’s true, but had been
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judged most unkind, totally lacking in sympathy for the
spurned woman.
yes, she still thought her subject highly interesting.
The women had all either killed themselves —Cleopatra
and her girl servant, goneril, Juliet, lady macbeth herself, the pathetic ophelia, Portia —or had been asphyxiated, stabbed, poisoned, or hung, like desdemona,
lady macduﬀ, Cordelia, emilia, lavinia, gertrude, Tamora, Regan … Not a good murderer of men among
them.
Today, equality and women’s rights would be demanded by the gatekeepers of literature and the theater
directors, she thought. And quite rightly so! She had
been thrilled to see a new production of Bizet in which
Carmen had shot José. good for her! She only faintly
regretted making an idiot of herself by applauding.
That was one of the few times in recent years that she
had even managed to get him out of the house for the
evening. he had not been impressed by the shooting
and had hung his head in shame about her outburst, the
fool.
She wondered whether she should go and take a last
look at her José anyhow. (it was included in the funeral
parlor’s price, after all; three visits, no supplements). if
he had been called José would it have changed anything? or manuel? or even Jean-Pierre? maybe not.
in any case, he —indeed they —had been stuck with
‘Ronald’. No wonder he had been unhappy.
it was wonderful to be alone in bed after all these
years. To be able to splay out one’s arms and legs at will
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without fear of colliding with a great hairy leg, fat belly
or, god forbid, an invariably flabby penis and its attendant ‘accoutrements’, as she had liked to refer to them.
And above all not to have to pretend anything any
longer. yes, that was the essence of the freedom she
now intended to enjoy to the hilt. For the others, of
course, she would have to put on a show; that was obvious. emotions were expected and had to be displayed
appropriately. She had laughed at her own father’s funeral and that had gone down very badly indeed, was
still a talking point in the family. even if it had been
completely innocent: far too much brandy, a priest with
a chronic stutter — “our f-f-f-f-father, who art in h-hh-h-heaven” — and genuine grief and confusion about
losing her daddy.
Whether you loved or not the dear departed, their
sudden absence was always at first a most mysterious
existential shock. like living in front of — well, what
could she say? Windsor Castle? — and waking up one
morning to find it was no longer there. No trace of it.
Unlike other widows — god!, she detested that word
and would not have it spoken in her presence— she had
not had the experience of still expecting him, despite all
reason and evidence, to suddenly walk in through the
back door.
in any case, her first visit to the parlor, just the day
after his body had been transferred there from the hospital, had temporarily shaken her. it was her first encounter with a corpse (she had not wished to see her
father in this state) and it had been profoundly trou-
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bling. This wasn’t José, or rather Ronald, at all. it was
an unrecognizable slab of marble male, much like the
effigies above the tombs of kings which had bored her
so when she had been dragged around half the cathedrals of europe as a child. if there was any connection
between this thing and her late husband, she certainly
couldn’t see or feel it. A little to the surprise of the attendants, or whatever they were called, she had spent
only a short moment with the body. it meant nothing
to her. even more a stranger dead than alive.
Turning over in bed and pressing her own, very
much alive, body hotly against the mattress, she had a
twinge, but no more than that, of guilt. She had at her
disposal as many cheap sentiments as anyone else
brought up in a reasonably civilized society, she
thought, but felt strongly that, in the privacy of her
own home, she had no obligation, for once, to makebelieve. She had not loved him, not for several years at
least — if ever — and was well shot of the whole farcical
marriage game that they had been uselessly playing out
into extra time and beyond.
Ronald had left no family that she knew of and his
work colleagues had seemed to her very distant. So, in
short, there was no one to mourn him and no one for
whom she should feel sorry. others would feel sorry for
her, of course, but that was their business. She wished
she could get past all that without an awful lot of fuss,
but it seemed impossible. Well, that was the price she
would have to pay for the charade she had organized
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about their relationship. And there was no use regretting that now.
i shall make it a good funeral, she thought; i’ll send
the old bugger out in style. That is what her own family — not to mention her friends — would expect, and she
didn’t want to let them down a second time. her
mother would most definitely scrutinize the coffin to
see that she had not skimped on the price and would
examine Janet’s wreath, too, to make sure that it had
come from only the best florist. Now she thought about
it, her mother was probably the only person on earth
who had loved Ronald. it’s true that he was unfailingly
kind and attentive to her, god knows why.
The buﬀet and the champagne (did one drink champagne at funerals? — she would have to check) must of
course be first-class. Perhaps she could get drunk with
her girlfriends after Ronald was soundly underground
and her mother, brother, aunts and uncles had departed
early to get back to their remote homes? her friends
wouldn’t take it badly, most of them being excessive
drinkers themselves. it might get maudlin, of course,
but this most important act of the masquerade had to
be played out well. She might even give them an apt
burst of her macbeth routine, which she often did at
their weekly parties: “After life’s fitful fever, he sleeps well;
treason has done his worst: nor steel, nor poison, malice domestic, foreign levy, nothing, can touch him further.”
None of them had studied Shakespeare as she had
and wouldn’t know that these were words to attenuate
and excuse a murder. They would only admire her for
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her oratorical skills and prodigious memory and for
being such fun despite her sorrow. one of them might
be tempted to make a joke about “malice domestic,” but
would probably hold her tongue. if there had been any
“malice domestic” in her home, it had unquestionably
come from him, in any case. her friends would nevertheless certainly approve the escape from foreign levy,
since most of them, like her, loathed those gangsters in
Brussels. only Ronald had been an ardent europeanist.
in the early days of their marriage they had actually
talked to each other about such issues. europe, nuclear
energy, globalization, the health services, climate
change, the rise of populist movements, human rights
in China; the kind of questions that all grown-up people should be concerned about. But they had agreed on
practically nothing and these discussions had ceased
very quickly to be enjoyable. it’s only really fun talking
to someone who has the same opinion as you, thought
Janet. otherwise life turns into a perpetual argument.
She was really looking forward to seeing her friends
again, even though it had to be at a funeral. They had
largely avoided her since Ronald’s death, presumably
thinking she needed to mourn alone. People invariably
make the wrong choices in such circumstances, she
philosophized. They either do too much or too little
and really don’t know which way to turn. if Sheila’s
husband had died, or Sally’s or veronica’s, she’d have
been right over to their places with a bottle of martini,
a box of chocolates and a sackful of sympathy, she
thought.
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The sunlight through the bedroom window fell
warmly on her breasts now and she quivered with
pleasure. Ronald had banned her from taking oﬀ her
bikini top when they sunned themselves on foreign
beaches. “if you think i’m going to sit here calmly while
all these bloody Frogs goggle at your tits you are
gravely mistaken,” he had raged on the very first day
of their first holiday together when she undid her costume. She had been stunned. All around them, the
French women were unthinkingly oﬀering their breasts
to the wind and she, the english woman, was forced by
her husband to stay fully clad. “Bloody Taliban,” she
had protested, while covering herself again. Now,
though, she was free to show her breasts to the whole
world! “The beaches of europe and beyond are waiting
for my tits!” she exulted.
yes, she must go and see him, or at least his body,
once more. he had been naked the first time, though
she had refused an oﬀer from the funeral parlor to pull
down the sheet (or was it a shroud? she wondered) and
show the whole corpse to her. She had seen quite
enough of that while he was alive. in the meantime, she
had provided them with some of his clothes, which she
hoped might give more meaning to him, might restitute a little of the man he had been, despite everything.
She found herself strangely at the crossroads of flippancy and gravity. Their marriage had failed dismally,
that was certain. She had blamed him, made him responsible for their defeat, but at the end that no longer mattered, really. he had also been a human being flounder-
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ing hopelessly on the shores of life. “Floundering hopelessly on the shores of life,” she repeated her thought
out loud. That was a pretty way to say it; perhaps reading so much Shakespeare had finally rubbed oﬀ on her.
maybe while showing her tits to the world she might
also find time to write? She was sure that there was a
novel in her, as there was in everyone, so it was said.
Ronald had scoﬀed at the idea: “A novel in everyone?
They should keep it there,” he had retorted. it wasn’t
even original as a joke, she thought. he had certainly
stolen it from one of the miserable, cynical writers he
read while holed up in his study. Probably that Romanian he was always citing. What was his name? Cioran,
yes, that was him. She had never read a word of the man
and certainly never would.
But macbeth, macbeth … it was her favorite of the
Bard’s plays, though she had never before asked herself
why, as she did now. Perhaps because a woman gets
men to do whatever she bids, even murder? She had
never been in that happy position, had failed totally to
budge Ronald from his catatonic state. She was proud,
however, that she had finally given up trying to change
him. Some women never did renounce. She wondered
where they found their stamina and their undying expectation of eventual success.
“Each new morn, new widows howl, new orphans cry,
new sorrows strike heaven in the face,” she cried. it was
surely so. But she would not howl (except perhaps at
the funeral) and there was no sorrow in her. Quite the
contrary.
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W

ill was also in his bed, thinking about the day
ahead.
he wondered what job the agency had in store for
him. They had been rather cagey on the telephone and
had merely said that they were diversifying their services and thought he might be the ideal man to launch
their new ‘product’, as they put it.
mike and his team were good people. he liked them
a lot. They were ambitious, efficient, serious and caring
and they paid promptly. They made sure their ‘operatives’, as they rather bizarrely called them, did a creditable job and, as in every good business, ensured
afterwards that their clients were fully satisfied.
Will had stumbled across the extra! agency nine
months earlier on an internet employment site for actors and models. The company said it was looking for
people who were good at “role playing” and “improvisation” and “had experience”; with what they didn’t
specify.
Their address was in Soho, in dean Street. The
whole aﬀair sounded rather shady, even though the district was no longer the hotbed of debauchery and crime
that it once had been. But they had been very professional and kind when he called to make an appointment, and he had not thought twice about it when the
receptionist said her name was Blanche. (he had since
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got to know her. The name was not the best to have
when people called an unknown model agency in
Soho, she said, but she was fond of it. vivien leigh had
been the inspiration, after her mother saw the actress
play Blanche duBois with Brando. Blanche adored
how ‘marlon’ said her name and would encourage
agency operatives to try and imitate him. Will had so
far proved unsatisfactory in this respect. he was not
good at voice impressions; perhaps it was this that had
held back his career, he often thought).
in place of the narrow, seedy walk-up he expected
to find (he had not been back to dean Street since slipping into strip shows there as a teenager), the extra!
agency occupied the second floor of a spanking new
glass office building shared, as he observed from the
panel in the entrance hall, with accountants, lawyers,
an advertising agency, and a book publisher. Nothing
louche here, he thought with a twinge of disappointment.
“Welcome to extra! — with an exclamation mark—
i’m Blanche, without an exclamation mark,” said the
dowdy, bespectacled woman behind the reception desk,
smiling kindly. “how can i help you?”
“i’m Will Power — with no punctuation. i called earlier and you said, well, just to come on over. So here i
am, ready for role-playing and improvisation.”
“you’re funny, i like you,” said Blanche. “go over
there and take a seat and i’ll let mike know you’re here.
he’s the boss, the genius behind our organization. only
he gets to hire people; he trusts no one else to do it.
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Though he does occasionally ask for my opinion,” she
added with a sly wink.
he had only been sitting in the reception for a few
minutes when he heard a voice boom, “Will-Power!
Your parents must have had a sense of humor. hahaha.”
Will looked up to see an outstretched arm march
across the hall, leading a very handsome and joyful
young man in a fine three-piece suit. he didn’t even
have time to get to his feet before he found a hand
firmly gripping and shaking his own.
“mike, mike Crophone!” announced the man loudly.
“Really?” asked a bewildered Will.
“No, no, just a joke! Willpower & microphone, we
would make a great act … hahaha! Fielding, actually,
mike Fielding. But i do like playing with words, don’t
you?”
And without waiting for an answer or letting Will
get his breath, he rushed on:
“did you hear about the toucan who went to the supermarket to buy some fruit? The girl at the checkout
asked him, ‘Cash? Credit card?’ ‘No thanks’, said the
toucan, ‘just put it on my bill’.” To ensure he had been
understood, mike pulled a huge imaginary beak from
his nose with his spare hand as he yanked Will oﬀ his
chair with the other.
“Nice offices you have here,” said Will as mike
dragged him a dozen yards by the arm before releasing
him in front of a small conference room and pushing
him inside.
“glad you like them. Take a seat. The area is still a
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bit steamy, of ‘ill-repute’ as they used to say, but it doesn’t appear to aﬀect business. dodgy characters have always plied their trade here — gangsters, drug pushers,
bent cops, whores, even marx.”
“Karl?” enquired Will, having just walked past The
groucho Club down the street.
“That’s the one,” said mike. “do you know his
biggest problem?”
“engels?” said Will hopefully.
“haha! That’s a good one. No, his problem was
here,” said mike, drilling a finger into his forehead.
“how’s that?”
“No grasp of psychology, that was his problem,
didn’t understand how we tick. economics, history,
capitalism, revolution, sociology, even philosophy, yes
indeed — but no clue how the mind of the average man
works. don’t you think that’s the problem of practically
all philosophers? marx really had his head up his hegel,
as far as i’m concerned. ‘From each according to his
ability, to each according to his need’. Any idiot could
have told him that it would never work, that nobody
can function like that. except with a gun in their
nuque, of course —most people readily accept the argument when it’s presented to them that way.”
n

yes, Will remembered very well that first visit. The last
thing he had expected was to be lectured on Karl marx’s
failings in psychology and the nefarious eﬀect of hegel
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on his theories about labor, but he had enjoyed immensely his first meeting with the boss of extra!
“Tell me about yourself,” mike had asked.
“i’m thirty-five, live— alone — in Finsbury Park,
work as an actor when i can, and between roles do bartending and waiting in restaurants. hardly anyone can
make a full-time job of acting, alas, as you well know.”
“What kind of things do you do?”
“Well, i’ll try my hand at most anything. i’ve done
bit parts in Tv series and occasionally get a run at the
theater — mostly involving spears, if you see what i
mean.”
“Anything at the moment?”
“No, i’m back in the bar for the time being. But i
trawl through the ads every morning. A real mixed
bunch at the moment.”
“Was there anything else today other than my outfit?” asked mike keenly.
“only one. i have it here actually, if you’d like to see
it. i printed it, just in case.”
With that, Will pulled a piece of paper out of his
jacket pocket.
“Read it to me.”
“Right: ‘The plot: A man leaves his wife and child to
take care of an injured chicken’,” he began.
“i know how he felt,” laughed mike.
“ ‘looking for a male actor who is Scottish or can
put on a convincing Scots accent. he must also be able
to sing and play the guitar in this short musical’.”
“haha! gets better and better!” mike snorted.
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“‘Please note that there will be a chicken on the set
some of the time, so please do not apply if you are allergic to farm animals and chickens in particular’.”
“Stop, stop, you’ll kill me!” cried mike, who was
now wiping tears of laughter away from his eyes. “So,
you’re allergic to chickens? hahaha! Priceless.”
“No, i was oK for the chicken. The singing and the
guitar, as well. But i don’t think i can do a convincing
Scottish accent, unfortunately. There’s always some
drawback.”
“do you know anything about extra!?” asked mike,
sobering up and looking suddenly professional. “What
does the name conjure up in your mind?”
“Well, i suppose you recruit extras …?”
“very perceptive, my boy,” said mike, who was in
his mid-twenties and thus a good ten years younger
than Will.
“you know what’s odd? i wasn’t thinking about that
at all when i found the name. it comes from my love of
old crime movies. The scenes in which those little boys
appear on the streets shouting ‘extra! extra! Read all
about it! extra!’ At which point, of course, the murderer
throws the boy a nickel, grabs a paper, immediately sees
his mug shot on the front page as the Wanted man and
then chucks it into the nearest garbage can.”
Will had no thought at all about how to go on and
simply sat there smiling. it was impossible not to warm
to this man mike and his stories and his enthusiasm, and
whether or not this all came to something or not, he
was having a good time.
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“you’re not a union man, are you?” asked mike.
“Well, yes actually,” replied Will apologetically. “i’d
prefer that than looking forward to dying as a bartender. is that a problem?”
“No, no, just curious. i read that if an extra says thirteen or more words during a scene he has to be contracted and paid as an actor. We don’t abide by such
rules, i’m afraid. And in our business, it’d be impossible
anyway.”
“Could you tell me more about this business of
yours? Surely you don’t interview all your extras personally?”
“Not for crowds, of course. There, we just line them
up against a wall, a dozen at a time, holding number
cards, like in a police identity parade. one or other of
my colleagues asks a few questions, takes notes on their
physique and attitude, and Bob’s your uncle — ‘goodbye, we’ll call’.
“But we also have a lot of individual work, and there
i like to make the selection myself. Because when i like
someone and have faith in them i’m likely to be able to
put a lot of work their way, and i really need to trust
them.”
“do you hire mainly for film or the stage?” asked
Will to show some initiative and get back into the conversation.
mike grinned broadly, sat back in his chair, and
winked.
“Neither. We only work in real life,” he said without
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further explanation, waiting for the eﬀect of his words
to sink in.
“i’m sorry, i’m not really with you …,” tried Will a
little hopelessly.
“Then let’s take a practical example,” continued
mike. “you are not Will Power.” he again paused for
a reaction.
“Well i am, actually,” said Will.
“So you say; but i don’t know you from Adam. you
certainly do a good job of being Will Power; you have
the look and feel of Will Power; but i have no proof at
all that you’re the man. i can hardly ask you for your
identity card, can i? imagine that the real Will Power
is lousy at interviews, or has a giant spot in the middle
of his nose, or was born a hunchback, or simply
couldn’t get out of bed this morning, and that you’ve
come in his place. it would work, you know. even
here, once a man is on our books, he doesn’t have to
show up often or at all. We just send him oﬀ on jobs
from home.”
mike leant forward and said in a confidential tone:
“So you see, we might hire a man who says he’s Will
Power but isn’t and in fact be giving employment to a
fraud, a total stranger! And if none of our clients complain, we’ll never be the wiser. You could do an interview in the place of another man, don’t you think?”
like everybody looking for employment, Will had
certainly fiddled grossly with the facts and created
imaginary stage and screen experiences for his Cv. But
to send an impostor to do an interview in your place
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… well, that was practically unbelievable.
“do you get many assignments like that here?” asked
Will incredulously.
“it’s not our main line of business, but now the
word’s got around, we’re seeing more and more. No
one’s been caught out yet and we’ve even landed a
handful of jobs for our clients. it’s getting easier and
easier, now so many people work online from home.
outside the interview, you never have to show your
nose in the office, so no one’s the wiser that they’ve
hired the wrong man.”
“What other ‘lines’ are you in?”
“At the moment, politics is coming on very strongly,
with the local elections in may.”
“Not fake candidates, surely?”
“i hadn’t thought of that — pretty difficult one to
crack, i reckon,” said mike with clear regret. “you’re
catching on, though. good idea. But no, supporters and
hecklers; rather the latter, actually.”
“hecklers?”
“yeah. ‘Rubbish!’, ‘get oﬀ!’, ‘Turncoat!’, ‘Bandit!’,
‘Thief’, ‘you kill me!’, whatever. it’s a rare art form,
though. All a question of timing. A good loud laugh at
the right moment can be devastating. or a bit of wit.
it’s not for nothing that we advertise for improvisation
skills. But i don’t think you’re the man for heckling.”
“No? Why not?”
“it’s become a bit rough. Practically any politician
has a few gorillas in the hall now to deal with protesters.
So we prefer to send lads who are a little physically in-
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timidating themselves, if you see what i mean. make
the security people think twice or take long enough to
pull them down and muffle them that they get in all
their wisecracks anyhow.
“did you read the iliod?” continued mike.
“The iliod?”
“you know, the greek thing, Troy, the horse and
all that.”
“Ah, the iliad. No, i’m afraid not.”
“me neither. But i do my research, in my field that
is. it turns out that it has the first recorded example of
heckling. A bloke called, what was it … Thersites, i
think, interrupts a pep talk by Aga … Aga … Aga …
mem … non— phew, got that mouthful right, didn’t i?
— shouting that the Trojan war is about plunder and
not honor and that the aforesaid is greedy and a coward.”
“What happened to him?”
“got clubbed unconscious. So you can see the dangers.”
“you don’t find me physically threatening then?”
asked Will wryly. he prided himself on his good shape,
his decent muscles, even his height, just over six feet.
mike simply smiled and added: “Perhaps heckling
about obscene management bonuses at a shareholders
meeting or two. They’re rather more genteel. And they
don’t expect it either, never see it coming.”
“What, if anything, do you think i’d be good for,
then?” asked Will.
“Friends and relatives,” said mike. “i saw it straight
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